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OUTLINE

>Introduction to the massive black hole (MBH)               
  hierarchical assembly 

>Detecting the MBH babies with a space based GW       
  interferometer (eLISA)

>Performance comparison for different eLISA designs

>Detecting the MBH beasts with precision timing of       
  millisecond pulsars (PTA)
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(From de Lucia et al. 2006) (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000, Gebhardt et al. 2000)

(Menou et al 2001, Volonteri et al. 2003)



Structure formation in a nutshell 

+

=
Binaries 

inevitably
form

*Where and when do the first     
 MBH  seeds form?
*How do they grow along the     
 cosmic history?
*What is their role in galaxy        
 evolution?
*What is their merger rate?
*How do they pair together and  
 dynamically evolve?

(From de Lucia et al. 2006) (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000, Gebhardt et al. 2000)

(Menou et al 2001, Volonteri et al. 2003)
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The evolving Laser Interferometer Space Antenna 

Sensitive in the mHz frequency range where 
MBH binary evolution is fast (chirp)

Observes the full 
inspiral/merger/ringdown

3 satellites trailing 
the Earth connected 

through laser links

Baseline not yet 
decided, currently 

under study







>Masses have the largest impact on the            
  phase modulation 

>Eccentricity impacts the waveform and the    
  phase modulation

>Spins impact the waveform and the phase      
  modulation (but weaker effect) 

Depend on the number of cycles and SNR, 
can be easily measured with high precision

 
>Sky location impacts the waveform modulation over time            
  through antenna beam pattern  

>Distance impacts the waveform amplitude (degenerate with        
  masses, and sky location, inclination)

Depend on the time in band, polarization disentanglement, SNR. 
Measurement is more difficult. 
For MBH binaries, strong impact of having:  1) longer baseline 
                                                                             2) 6 laser links

Extraction of information from the waveform



Baseline Baseline 



Baseline Baseline 



Baseline Baseline 

Number of laser linksNumber of laser links



GOAT study
Performance comparison across mission designs

24 missions considered:   -Armlength: 1, 2, 5 Gm
                                             -Noise: LPF, LPFx10
                                             -Links: 4, 6
                                             -Lifetime: 2, 5 yrs



We consider 3 selected MBH 
formation and evolution scenarios:
 -heavy seeds no-delays
 -heavy seeds delays
 -light seeds 

We quantify the performance of 
each design in terms of 'loss' with 

respect to Classic LISA.

Detection rates can vary by a 
factor of 30 across different 

designs



Design has a strong impact on sky localization:
-4 links do not allow istantaneous measurement of the 2 polarization
-short armlenght does not allow to disentangle polarization thanks to 
 doppler modulation and detector response 

Example: sky localization
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Detecting the real beasts with 
pulsar timing arrays

(IPTA, Hobbs et al. 2010)





What is pulsar timing 

Pulsars are neutron seen as regular radio pulsators in the sky

Pulsar timing is the art of measuring the time of arrival (ToA) of 
each pulse and then subtracting off the expected time of arrival 
given by a theoretical model for the system 

1-Observa a pulsar and measure the ToAs

2-Find the model which best fits the ToAs

3-Compute the timing residual R

      R=ToA-ToAm
If the timing solution is perfect (and 
observations noiseless), then R=0. 
R contains all uncertainties related 
to the signal propagation and 
detection, plus the effect of 
unmodelled physics, like (possibly) 
gravitational waves



Effect of gravitational waves 
The GW passage causes a modulation of 
the observed pulse frequency 

The residual is the integral of this 
frequency modulation over the 
observation time (i.e. is a dephasing)

 R~h/(2πf)

(Sazhin 1979, Hellings & Downs 1983, Jenet et al. 
2005, AS et al. 2008, 2009)



The EPTA dataset 

42 millisecond pulsars observed with 4 radio telescopes  

(Desvignes et al. In prep)



Likelihood function 
All search  methods are based on the likelihood function, describing the 
probability that the residuals contain a signal of some sort described by 
certain parameters

The signal is contained in the correlation matrix C which is a function of 
the signal power as a function of sky location and the 'antenna beam 
patterns' 

For an isotropic background this takes the form below, known as the 
'Hellings & Downs ' curve:



EPTA results: isotropic stochastic GWB 
(Lentati et al. In arXiv:1504.03692)



P(Ω) depends on the properties of the spectrum (index and amplitude 
for a single power law). Assuming f-2/3 (appropriate for circular GW 
driven binaries), we can get a limit on the GWB amplitude:



Warning: the effect of the invironment 

(Kocsis & AS 2011, AS 2013, Ravi et al. 2014)



Simple broken-power law model 
mimicking possible 
environmental effects

Recovering the GW spectral shape  

MCMC techniques to sample the 
posterior distribution of the 
signal parameters. 

(Sampson et al. arXiv:1503.02662)



What prospects for individual sources?  

*by simply                    
  monitoring for           
  longer time, PTAs     
  will eventually hit      
  the GWB at low         
  frequency

*TOA accuracy needs 
  to be improved to     
  get a better chance   
  of resolving a single 
  source



Summary:

>We are not yet in the golden age of GW astronomy but...

>Future space based interferometers will potentially          
  detect tens of MBH binaries per year throughout the        
  Universe

>The science return as a function of detector                      
  configuration is being extensively investigated

>Pulsar timing array is still in the race to make the very    
  first GW detection
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